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INTERNET OF THINGS 
TECHNOLOGIES DRIVING SMART 
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) PLAYING  
A CENTRAL ROLE FOR CONSUMERS

GROWING DEMAND
FOR SMART TVs

AUGMENTED REALITY (AR) 
AT THE FOREFRONT OF 
NEXT GENERATION SMARTPHONES

THE END OF A 
HIGH-GROWTH DECADE

OPPORTUNITIES CHALLENGESvs

In reviewing the industry, we examine areas for potential growth with new
technology that is not yet widely adopted, as well as the challenges that wait

for businesses who struggle with adoption of new innovations.

SMARTPHONE MARKET
HAS REACHED MATURITY

SLOW RATE OF ADOPTION 
FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Technologies enabling smart household appliances: 

According to a report by IHS, global 
smart-connected electronics shipments 
are estimated to reach over 

by 2020, up from  
1 million in 2014. 
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There are three main drivers for this trend:

 Consumers have evolved and quickly adopted new  
 technology products.

 Push by governments and regulatory authorities   
 for adoption of smart appliances due to better  
 energy efficiency.

 Shift from low-growth “non-smart” segments to  
 high-margin “smart” sector by manufacturers.
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THE “INSECURITY OF THINGS”

A recent global survey revealed that:

33% 52% 62%

Consumers interested in 
using voice-enabled  
digital assistants on  

smartphones

Interact through  
AI-powered live chats or 

mobile apps monthly

Are comfortable with  
AI responding to  

their question

Using AI, technology providers  
will focus on three areas:  

 
Advanced Analytics 

AI-Powered  
Business Processes  

AI-Powered Interfaces

Days of HUGE 
growth in the 
smartphone 

market are over. 

80% of online consumers  
own a smartphone 

China has 89% penetration among 
the online population 

 
India is at 80% market penetration

In 2016, the worldwide 
smartphone market saw 
a total of 1.5 billion units 
shipped, up only 2.3% 
from the 1.4 billion units 
shipped in 2015. 1.
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Demand for smart TVs  
is being driven by: 

• The rising consumer  
preference for built-in  
smart functions in  
personal devices.

• Increasing Internet  
penetration.

48.5% of televisions 
shipped globally were 

smart TVs, and the number 
is estimated to reach 
134 million by 2020.

Slow pace of adoption of new technologies is a 
major disappointment for the industry.  

While there has been a lot of momentum in  
enterprise IoT innovation, and with commercial  

solutions being relatively easy to visualize,  
the industry has not delivered well-articulated 

consumer solutions to date. 

With the success of AR-based game Pokémon Go, many 
consumers will begin utilizing AR via their smartphones in 
the very near future.

Next-generation smartphones are already  
planning to have hardware-level augmented 
reality. Apple, Google, and Lenovo have 
already shown how their systems will work. 
These are expected in 2018 and launches are 
planned for Apple iPhone, Google Pixel, and 
Samsung Galaxy models.

Widespread adoption of the Internet of Things  
remains hampered by consumer concerns about the 

security of personal information. This includes:

• PRICE Lack of value perception raising concern over 
prices.

• SECURITY 47% of respondents are concerned about 
privacy and security issues.

• EASE OF USE Almost 66% of users faced challenges 
while using an IoT Device. 

• TECHNOLOGICAL FRAGMENTATION Ranges from 
connectivity standards to interoperability standards.

Sources include: PwC http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/technology/scorecard/consumer-electronics.html | Accenture https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-3/Accenture-Ignit-
ing-Growth-in-Consumer-Technology.pdf | Marketresearch.com http://blog.marketresearch.com/top-5-trends-in-the-electronics-industry | Gartner http://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/
gartners-top-10-technology-trends-2017/ | Marxent Labs http://www.marxentlabs.com/5-top-virtual-reality-augmented-reality-technology-trends-2017/
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 SOCIAL  Realize, react, and respond − all in real time.

 ANALYTICS  Drive exceptional customer experience 
through customer insights, sentiment, and emotion.

 
 CONSULTING  Do you understand the customer  

journey map? 

WiFi Bluetooth 
Low Energy

Micro 
Server

Micro-Electromechanical
Systems

What is a Smart TV?
A Smart TV offers integrated functions for Internet use, 
as well as direct access to streaming services such as 
Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime through apps.

48.5% 134
MILLION

Consumer technology industry’s decade of  
unprecedented growth is coming to an end. 

Consumer demand is sluggish across several  
categories from laptops to tablets and smartphones.

HOW CAN CONCENTRIX HELP YOU  
STAY AHEAD IN THE DYNAMIC  
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY?


